Covid N-19 Service Framework for LGUs

Linking Covid N19 policy and practices with resources and professionals
to generate timely, actionable information.

There’s one thing you
can control in a crisis:
The information you use.
TTSI’s response to the pandemic challenge is a
Platform-as-a-Service solution designed to advance
strategic organizational objectives of LGU’s:
 Manage the local and national risk of virus spread
and overwhelming the healthcare services system,
 Automate information sharing across,
collaborating organizations and service units to
focus on what really matters vs. what’s simply
interesting,
 Assemble and Extract data to obtain maximum
value for:



Decision-makers and operators to stay
relevant and on-track
Process Governance across service
workflows through Alerts and Notifications,
Cross-facility Schedule and Capacity
Planning, Patient Monitoring, Validations,
Approvals and Publishing.

 Comply and Complement government digital
transformation initiatives and technologies for
health services delivery, data management and
services delivery reimbursement programs.

 A verifiable ledger of Covid
19-related events about a
person.
 Streamlines workflows with
best practices, automation,
alerts and notifications
 Bridges workflows between
facility(ies) and its frontline
professionals
 Drives an accurate, consistent
and efficient process to
collect, access, maintain,
store and publish reports on.
 Includes Reporting Metrics
and Analytics for essential
operations, services, and
reimbursement programs
 Designed for Data Privacy,
Protection, Security, and
Role-based work.

How medixWATCH drives operational efficiency and consistency in data
collection – “connected care”
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* eClaims is an independent platform complementing medixWATCH.(Charged separately)
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Metrics & Analytics (Reports)
medixWATCH seeks to sustain LGU’s operational efficiency,
consistency and quality in its data collection, maintenance and
application efforts.
The current health crisis highlighted the need for timely,
relevant information in order for government to improve its
ability to serve the public. Automation of information sharing
across collaborating LGU organizations sets the foundation for
a metrics and analytics
To effectively address pandemic-related challenges, medixWATCH brings coherence in
processes and workflows to achieve an LGU’s Covid 19 objectives. Insufficient focus on
these presents significant challenges to all those responsible.
OBJECTIVE
Accountability




WHAT IS POSSIBLE *
Schedule and service
delivery documentation
Reconcile pandemic-induced
regulatory flexibilities &
waivers

Capability & Capacity
Building




Real-time dashboards
Tracking report summaries

Data-driven thematic
maps



Depict intensity of data at
geographical points
Optimize service distribution
Process metrics at various
service delivery stages or
point-of-service

Performance
Improvement




PLAN & ACT: HOW TO MAKE IT HAPPEN
Normalize and monitor information and documentation
transfers for reporting, consolidation, performance monitoring,
and audit-readiness
Define, optimize and monitor clear reimbursement paths
through integration with TTSI’s eClaims engine.
Our operator dashboards help decision makers and those on
site optimize utilization of existing resources, anticipate or
identify gaps and opportunities for augmentation.
Visualize vital operational data points in and around your locale
to gain insight for pro-active and accelerated service responses.
Move beyond the traditional silos. Establish end-to-end process
milestones and metrics for the different stages in operations to
identify bottlenecks and “flaws in the flow”.

In crisis communications, don’t settle for half the story.
Operations and Data matter
Why does this unit take longer to complete a cycle than the
composite average across all the units in my organization? .
How does my unit performance compare to the rest of the
organization? The region? The country?
* Some reports are subject to separate professional fees

CONTACT US: We can help your organization accelerate and achieve sustainability
in your Covid-19 pandemic initiatives.

TTSI
7/f Pacific Corporate Center
131 West Avenue, Quezon City 1100
Philippines
Operations Center
21/f North Tower, Cyberpod 3, Eton Centris
EDSA corner Quezon Ave., Quezon City 1100
Philippines
Telephone: +63.2.413.3781
Mobile: (Globe) +63.2.917.702.1778
www.medixwatch.ph |www.medixwatch.com
Email: info@medixwatch.com.ph

